VOLUNTEER POSITION DESCRIPTION

Position Title: Trail Monitor

PURPOSE: To have volunteers care for, monitor, and maintain natural walking trails

RESPONSIBILITIES:

- Clear small brush, branches, and other obstacles from trails.
- Mark all obstacles too large to clear by hand or with the approved tools and appropriately communicate the location of those obstacles with the Maintenance team.
- Maintain clear communication with the Maintenance Coordinator and the Historic Gardens Coordinator about invasive plant spread, potential hazards (dead trees, changes to trail grading, etc.)
- Assist with special requests from Maintenance Coordinator.
- Adhere to all COVID related policies and procedures.

GOAL: To provide a safe environmental experience for OWW guests through contact with nature.

TIME COMMITMENT: April through October; at least 1 shift per month. Shifts typically last between 2 to 4 hours at a time and do not exceed 8 hours.

QUALIFICATIONS: Ability to work in varying weather conditions and walk through tall grass. Support the safe and responsible use of PPE in compliance with current State and Federal Guidelines.

TRAINING: Attend pre-season training and post-season assessment sessions. Become familiar with bluebirds and why OWW monitors bluebirds.

LEAD: Brian Suhm, Maintenance Coordinator

ATTIRE: OWW Volunteer t-shirt, name tag.
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